90°, BACKDRAFT, HI-FEED & HI-RAMP VERSATILITY WITH 4-EDGE ECONOMY!

- .50" - 4.00" cutter diameter range
- Offered with 5 insert sizes; accommodating a wide range of diameter, density & cut options
- True 90° shoulder milling capability
- Same cutter body utilizes 90°, Backdraft & Hi-Feed inserts
- Concave face design accommodates ramping, interpolation & drill-mill functions
- Pockets designed with wide mounting area for utmost support behind the cutting edge
- Cutters plumbed with coolant through the tool
- Integrated wiper flats produce 32-63 Ra surface finishes

**DEAL A**
PURCHASE 20 inserts & RECEIVE one end mill body at 50% OFF!
- PC 104A

**DEAL B**
PURCHASE 40 inserts & RECEIVE one face mill body at 50% OFF!
- PC 104B